Introduction
Reactive power problem plays a key role in secure and economic operations of power system. Optimal reactive power problem has been solved by variety of types of methods like Newton's method, interior point method, successive quadratic programming method [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] has been utilized to solve the optimal reactive power problem. However many scientific difficulties are found while solving problem due to an assortment of constraints. Evolutionary techniques such as gravitational search, Ant Lion Optimizer, symbiotic organism search algorithm [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] are applied to solve the reactive power problem, but the main problem is many algorithms get stuck in local optimal solution & failed to balance the Exploration & Exploitation during the search of global solution. In this work, Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) has been applied to solve optimal reactive power problem. Gal apagos Penguin is a sea bird [17] and its wings are perfect for swimming; it stays under the water for up to 20 min. Normally Gal apagos Penguin feed on krill, small fish, squid, and crustaceans. Gal apagos Penguin are forced to come to the surface for air after every foraging journey and is restricted by the oxygen reserves also the speed at which they make use of it. Through intra-group communication Gal apagos Penguin communicates each other and when one Gal apagos penguin finds a superior food source then it act as new-fangled local guide in which Foraging of the team is an autocatalytic procedure. When there is food shortage in the group Gal apagos penguin will transfer to unite another group. Gal apagos Penguin modernizes its group membership based on food availability degree of different groups. In the proposed algorithm both the exploration and exploitation has been balanced in order to obtain the optimal solution. Validity of the Proposed Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 30, 57,118, 300 bus systems and results show the projected GPA reduced the power loss effectively.
Problem formulation
Objective of the problem is to reduce the true power loss:
where F-objective function, P L -Power loss.
Voltage deviation given as follows:
Voltage deviation given by:
2.1. Constraint (equality)
where P G and P D indicates the power generation and power demand.
Constraints (inequality)
P min gslack P gslack P max gslack
where reactive power compensators indicated by Q c , dynamic tap setting of transformers -dynamic indicated by T, level of the voltage in the generation units given by V g , slack generator indicated by PG slack , level of voltage on transmission lines symbolized by V L , generation units reactive power indicated by Q G , apparent power symbolized by S L .
Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm
Gal apagos Penguin is a sea bird and its wings are perfect for swimming; it stays under the water for up to 20 min. Normally Gal apagos Penguin feed on krill, small fish, squid, and crustaceans. To dive in-depth Gal apagos Penguin takes up extra energy to find about the information of food.
Gal apagos Penguin are forced to come to the surface for air after every foraging journey and is restricted by the oxygen reserves also the speed at which they make use of it. Gal apagos penguins' foraging activities are modeled as rules as follows; Rule 1: Gal apagos Penguin consists of numerous groups. Depending on food accessibility in the analogous foraging area every group enclose Gal apagos penguins.
Rule 2: Based on energy gain each group of Gal apagos Penguin starts foraging in an exact depth under the water.
Rule 3: Naturally Gal apagos Penguin feed as a team and go behind their local guide. Until the oxygen reserves are depleted they examine the water for food.
Rule 4: Gal apagos Penguin comes back on surface to share the information about the locations and abundance of food sources with its local affiliates through intra-group communication.
Rule 5: Through inter-group communication Gal apagos Penguin leaves the group to join another group when food availability becomes less.
Modernization of swimming track
At time tþ1 Gal apagos penguin j swims to a new-fangled location in "Ω" as defined by the following equation, Gal apagos Penguin follow local leader and swimming is hasten by the oxygen reserve which replicate its fitness condition.
Modernization of Oxygen reserve
Oxygen reserve of the Gal apagos penguin is modernized subsequent to each dive by,
Modernization of Oxygen reserve is done with reference to objective function. When new-fangled solution is superior to the preceding one then the oxygen reserve augments. Gal apagos Penguin executes recurring dives until the oxygen is exhausted, subsequently Gal apagos penguin will move around to another group.
Communication between intra-group
When one Gal apagos penguin finds a superior food source then it act as new-fangled local guide in which Foraging of the team is an autocatalytic procedure.
Modernization of food plenty available status
Food available status is linked to a group which indicate the energy content of prey captured by the group and it estimated by the capacity of Eaten Fish (CEF), which is computed by,
Modernization of group membership
When there is food shortage in the group Gal apagos penguin will transfer to unite another group. Gal apagos Penguin modernizes its group membership Q i ðt þ1Þ based on food availability degree of different groups. 
Simulation results
In standard IEEE 14 bus system the validity of the projected Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) has been tested, Table 1 shows the constraints of control variables Table 2 shows the limits of reactive power generators and comparison results with particle swarm optimization (PSO), modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO), self-adaptive real coded Genetic algorithm (SAGRA), Evolutionary Programming (EP) are presented in Table 3 .
Then the projected Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) has been tested, in IEEE 30 Bus system. Table 4 shows the constraints of control variables, Table 5 shows the limits of reactive power generators and comparison results with particle swarm optimization (PSO), modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO), self-adaptive real coded Genetic algorithm (SAGRA), Evolutionary Programming (EP) are presented in Table 6 .
Then the proposed Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) has been tested, in IEEE 57 Bus system. Table 7 shows the constraints of control variables, Table 8 shows the limits of reactive power generators and comparison results with particle swarm optimization (PSO), modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO), canonical Genetic algorithm (CGA), Adaptive Genetic (AGA) are presented in Table 9 . Then the Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) has been tested, in IEEE 118 Bus system. Table 10 shows the constraints of control variables and comparison results with particle swarm optimization (PSO), modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO), conventional particle swarm optimization (CLPSO) are presented in Table 11 .
Then IEEE 300 bus system [18] is used as test system to authenticate the good performance of the Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA). Table 12 shows the comparison of real power loss with Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA), Efficient Evolutionary Algorithm (EEA), and Enhanced Genetic Algorithms (EGA).
Conclusion
In this work Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) successfully solved the optimal reactive power problem. Through intra-group communication Gal apagos Penguin communicates each other and when one Gal apagos penguin finds a superior food source then it act as new-fangled local guide in which Foraging of the team is an autocatalytic procedure. When there is food shortage in the group Gal apagos penguin will transfer to unite another group. Deeds Gal apagos Penguin is modeled to solve the problem effectively. In standard IEEE 14, 30, 57,118, 300 bus systems Gal apagos Penguin Algorithm (GPA) have been tested and power loss has been reduced efficiently. Percentage of the power loss reduction has been improved. In future this work can be expanded to application of the proposed GPA algorithm to multi-objective reactive power optimization problem. Also to practical systems the projected algorithm can be applied in real time systems.
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